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Three problems on Cybersecurity Landscape for HK

Conventional security 

tools have not kept pace

 Finger pointing on 

compatibility

 Unlimited Mesh API to 

maintain 

Cost of security breaches is 

rising 

 Complexity of breaches

 Cost of investigations

 Data Leakage penalty

 Reputations

Resources are constrained 



Microsoft Security 

helps you do 

more with less



Simplify Vendor Management



How Many Security products are you 
managing today?

Gartner found in the 2020 CISO Effectiveness Survey that 
78% of CISOs have 16 or more tools in their cybersecurity 
vendor portfolio; 12% have 46 or more.

Gartner the Top 8 Security and Risk Trends We’re Watching

Contributor: Kasey Panetta





$5B
in the past 5 years

$20B
in the next 5 years





Microsoft Security

a Leader in 6 

Gartner Magic 

Quadrant reports

November



Simplify 

vendor 

management 

1 

2

1 Savings based on publicly available estimated pricing for other vendor solutions and Web Direct/Base Price shown for Microsoft offerings  
2 Forrester Consulting, “The Total Economic Impact ™ Of Microsoft Azure Security Center,” June, 2021, commissioned by Microsoft



Reduce threats with AI and Automation 



Insights from

43 trillion daily 

security signals
Microsoft security experts illuminate 

today’s threat landscape, providing 

insights on emerging trends as well 

as historically persistent threats.

November 2022

Microsoft Digital Defense Report



The state of cybercrime
Attackers are compromising businesses to host phishing 

campaigns, malware, or use their computing power to 

mine cryptocurrency. This year saw a significant increase in 

indiscriminate phishing and credential theft to gain 

information.

Additionally, homoglyph domains are being used to 

deceive viewers into thinking the homoglyph domain is a 

genuine domain. Homoglyph domains impersonate 

legitimate domain names by utilizing characters that are 

identical or nearly identical in appearance to another 

character. 

Internet of Things (IoT) devices are also becoming an 

increasingly popular target for cybercriminals using 

widespread botnets. When routers are unpatched and left 

exposed directly to the internet, threat actors can abuse 

them to gain access to networks, execute malicious attacks, 

and even support their operations.



Improving AI-based defenses to disrupt human-operated ransomware

• A time-series and statistical analysis of alerts to look for anomalies at the organization level

• Graph-based aggregation of suspicious events across devices within the organization to 

identify malicious activity across a set of devices

• Device-level monitoring to identify suspicious activity with high confidence

Improving AI-based defenses to disrupt human-operated ransomware - Microsoft Security Blog

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/security/blog/2022/06/21/improving-ai-based-defenses-to-disrupt-human-operated-ransomware/


Reduce threats 

with AI and 

Automation 

60%

65%
less time to investigate threats

88%
less time responding to threats with 

Microsoft Sentinel, Microsoft 365 

Defender, and Microsoft Defender for 

Cloud1

$10.5 

2

96%
3

90%
4

1 The Total Economic Impact™ Of  SIEM and XDR”, August 2022, 
2 The Total Economic Impact™ Of 365 Defender”, April 2022, 
3 ™
4 Microsoft blog: Azure Sentinel uncovers the real threats hidden in billions of low fidelity signals, Feb 2020

https://www.microsoft.com/security/blog/2020/02/20/azure-sentinel-uncovers-real-threats-hidden-billions-low-fidelity-signals/


Improve Operational Efficiency



End Point

Attacks are crossing modalities 
Typical human-operated ransomware campaign

Cloud apps



Alerts to Incidents

Correlate alerts related to same attack 

into single SOC work item

Automatically resolves 75% of incidents

Protection first

Microsoft 365 Defender is a full 

protection stack!

1,000 Encounters

300 Alerts





Unified Device Page



End Point

Protection across the entire kill chain
With Microsoft SIEM and XDR 

Email Endpoints Identities

Cloud apps

Workloads

Malware detection

Safe links

Safe attachments

Endpoint Protection 

Platform (EPP)

Endpoint Detection 

and Response (EDR)

Verified ID

Permissions management

Privileged Access Management

Identity threat detection and response

Workload threat protection

File share encryption 

Control access

Protect data



Consulting, “The Total Economic Impact of Microsoft 365 Defender
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Thank you


